
Python Exercises 1 
Python basics



Tools

Python 3.6+ 
https://www.python.org/downloads/

Visual Studio Code (or your favourite text editor)
https://code.visualstudio.com

https://www.python.org/downloads/
https://code.visualstudio.com


Test

Open a terminal and type:
python -V

It should print
Python 3.X.X



If the test succeeds

Create a folder and solve each exercise in a 
separate file (e.g., 1-helloworld.py for the first one.)

Let’s start with something very easy...



Hello World

Write a program that prints on the 
console the string “Hello World”



Echo

Write a program that asks the users for a 
string and prints it out to the console



Hello to

Write a programs that asks the user for 
his/her name and prints “Hello <user’s 

name>”



Successor

Write a program that asks the user for a 
integer number and prints its successor



Binary Sum

Write a program that asks the users two numbers 
(integers or rationals) and prints their sum



Odd or Even

Write a program that asks the user for an 
integer and prints its square if the number is 

odd, on contrary it prints the input divided by 2.

Hint: use the % operator



Simple Sum

Declare in a program a list of numbers L
(e.g., L=[5, 12, 99, -1, 6]). 

Write code that sums up all the elements in L 
and prints the results.

Try to change L and check
if the result is still correct.



Multi Echo

Write a program that asks the user for a string 
and prints it out until the user writes “end”



Multi Sum

Write a program that asks the user for a number 
until the user writes “end”; finally it prints the 

sum of the input numbers to the console.

Can you do it without using a list?



Average
Write a program that asks the user for space-

separated values (string or integers), it 
considers only the numbers and prints the 

average of them.

Example 1 - input 10 8 9 9 0 6, prints 7.0
Example 2 - input hello world, prints 0
Example 3 - input 10 hi 3 prints 6.5

Hint: given a string s use s.isdigit() to check if it contains 
only numerical characters. Note that isdigit() returns True or 
False.



Less than

Write a program that asks the user for a list l of
space-separated numbers (e.g., 2 5 19 4 2), 

then asks for another number x and prints out 
only the numbers in l that are less than x



Multiplication

Write a program that asks the users two 
numbers a and b, and prints a*b 

without using operator * (use only operator +)



Pow

Write a program that asks the users two 
numbers a and b, and prints ab

without using operator **



Divisors

Create a program that asks the user for a number and then 
prints out a list of all the divisors of that number. (If you don’t 
know what a divisor is, it is a number that divides evenly into 
another number. For example, 13 is a divisor of 26 because 

26 / 13 has no remainder.)

Hint: use the % operator



List overlap
Take two lists, say for example these two:
a = [1, 34, 89, 13, 21, 55, 89]
b = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]
and write a program that prints a list that contains only the 
elements that are common between the lists (without 
duplicates). Make sure your program works on two lists of 
different sizes.



Advanced



Palindrome
Create a program that asks for the user a string 

and prints “Yes” if it is palindrome “No” 
otherwise.

Hint: strings are arrays

Example 1 - input “anna” prints “Yes”
Example 2 - input “yes” prints “No”



Outer Pairs
Take a list of numbers (bound it to a variable), and write a 
program that if the list consists of either odd or even outer 
pairs prints their sum; otherwise it prints “wrong input”.

Example 1 - [1 2 5 10 3 10 7], outer pairs: (1,7), (2, 10), 
(5,3), (10, 10) => prints 48
Example 2 - [1 2 4 10 3 10 7], outer pairs: (1,7), (2, 10), 
(4,3), (10, 10) => prints “wrong input”



Partial Sums
Take a list of numbers (bound it to a variable), and write a 
program that prints the array of the partial sums as in the 
examples below.

Example 1 - input [1, 5, 6], prints [1, 11]
Example 2 - input [1, 5, 6, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2], prints [1, 11, 3, 8]
Example 3 - input [1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5], prints [1, 4, 9, 16, 5]



Mix Strings
Write a program that asks the user for two strings and prints 
the list of pairs composed by one letter of each string in 
order. If one of the strings is longer than the other, use 
symbol “?” for the missing letters of the shorter string.

Example 1 - input “cat”, “dog” prints ('c', 'd'), ('a', 'o'), ('t', 'g')
Example 2 - input “cat”, “ocean” prints ('c', 'o'), ('a', 'c'), ('t', 'e'), ('?', 'a'), ('?', 'n')
Example 3 - input “stars”, “men” prints ('s', 'm'), ('t', 'e'), ('a', 'n'), ('r', '?'), ('s', '?')



Permutation
Write a program that asks the users for two words and prints 
True if the second is a permutation of the first (i.e., same 
letters and same occurrences) otherwise prints False. The 
program should ignore the case of the letters.

Example 1 - input “stop”, “spot” prints True
Example 1 - input “cat”, “tac” prints True
Example 2 - input “hello”, “oleh” prints False



Proof of Work
Write a simplified version of the underlying algorithm of the Bitcoin blockchain.
The algorithm proceeds in the following way:
Step 1: ask the user for a number between 2 and 5 (the difficulty of the proof of work).
Step 2: ask the user for a string with a number of characters greater or equal to difficulty.
Step 3: the goal of the program is to randomly transform the first difficulty characters of the string in a 
sequence (of length difficulty) of character ‘0’. To do that the program transforms each character c of 
the user string using the following expression:

((c + random(0, 95)) % 95) + 32
Note that c should be properly converted to an integer number.
If the program succeeded in transforming a character of the string in a ‘0’, it continues to the next one, 
otherwise it restarts from the first character.
When the program succeeded in transforming the first difficulty characters in ‘0’, it returns to Step 2.
The program should print a log of each step of the work. (see next slide)

Hint: use package random to generate random numbers



Proof of Work
Example log (with difficulty 2)

...
Found z instead of 0
Found Q instead of 0
Found 0
Found i instead of 0
Found p instead of 0
Found V instead of 0
Found V instead of 0
Found : instead of 0
...
Found W instead of 0
Found T instead of 0
Found b instead of 0
Found M instead of 0
Found 0
Found 0
Block 0 found
Write something (at least 2 chars): hello
Found ] instead of 0
...
Found F instead of 0
Found ' instead of 0
Found X instead of 0
Found 0
Found 0
Block 1 found
Write something (at least 2 chars):
...


